Adaptive radiations, bouts of morphological divergence coupled with taxonomic proliferation, underpin biodiversity. The most widespread model of radiations assumes a single round, or ‘early burst’, of elevated phenotypic divergence followed by a decline in rates of change or even stasis. A vertebrate-specific model proposes separate stages: initial divergence in postcranial traits related to habitat use, followed by diversification in cranial morphology linked to trophic demands. However, there is little empirical evidence for either hypothesis. Here, we show that, contrary to both models, separate large-scale radiations of actinopterygian fishes proceeded through distinct cranial and later postcranial stages of morphological diversification. Early actinopterygians and acanthomorph teleosts dispersed in cranial morphospace immediately following the end-Devonian extinction and the Cretaceous origin of the acanthomorph clade, respectively. Significant increases in postcranial morphological variation do not occur until one interval after cranial diversification commenced. Therefore, our results question the universality of the ‘general vertebrate model’. Based on the results of model-fitting exercises and application of the divergence order test, we find little evidence that the early onset of cranial diversification in these two radiations is due to elevated rates of cranial change relative to postcranial change early in their evolutionary histories. Instead, postcranial and cranial patterns are best fit by an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck model, which is characterized by constant evolutionary rates coupled with a strong central tendency. Other groups have been reported to show early saturation of cranial morphospace or tropic roles early in their histories, but it is unclear whether these patterns are attributable to dynamics similar to those inferred for our two model radiations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most models of adaptive radiation assume rapid initial divergence marked by coincident change among all traits followed by stasis [1–4]. This hypothesis was historically informed by patterns in the fossil record, yet is now tested extensively using phylogenies of extant groups and individual or paired traits (e.g. body size and ecotype) [2–5]. These studies attempt to detect a single ‘burst’ of divergence in the focal trait, with the implicit assumption that other features might show similar evolutionary patterns [2–6].

A set of alternative models—variously referred to as ‘radiation-in-stages’, the ‘habitat first rule’ and even the ‘general vertebrate model’—hold that adaptive radiations proceed as a sequence of ordered divergences along separate phenotypic lines [2,7,8]. This view has a long pedigree, implied in Osborn’s identification of evolution along distinct feeding and locomotor trajectories in the type adaptive radiation: placental mammals [5]. Under the ‘general vertebrate’/stage model as originally proposed [7], divergence occurs first in habitat preference (defined by changes in body shape and size related to locomotion), then along trophic lines (defined by changes in skull and jaw morphology related to feeding) and finally through sexual selection (defined by coloration, sexual dimorphism and other traits).

Both the staged and single peak hypotheses assume an ‘early burst’ (EB) in rates of postcranial shape change, yet this is not supported by some recent phylogenetic analyses of model clades, including Galapagos finches, Caribbean anoles (but see Mahler et al. [9]) and African cichlids [3,8]. Further confounding matters, the only direct test of the stage model failed to recover evidence for distinct intervals of feeding and locomotor diversification in labrid fishes (wrasses) [10]. Detection of radiation patterns might require temporal information in conjunction with morphological and phylogenetic data, as subsequent events can overwrite earlier change [3,6,11]. Unfortunately, most model radiations have poor fossil records, and ecomorphological signal can be difficult to detect in extinct organisms [2,3].

Ray-finned fishes (Actinopterygii) are a diverse group of jawed vertebrates with a 400-Myr record of articulated fossil material, and have been the target of considerable research focused on extracting functional and ecological correlates of skeletal anatomy in recent taxa [12]. Actinopterygian evolutionary history contains multiple radiation events; particularly striking are episodes of diversification associated with major biotic crises in the Earth’s history. Sallan & Coates [13] recognized a large increase in early actinopterygian richness following the end-Devonian Hangenberg extinction [14]. Friedman [15] showed that acanthomorph teleosts, a clade containing both cichlids and labrids, increased in taxonomic diversity and morphological variety...
following their appearance in the Late Cretaceous and after the end-Cretaceous extinction [16]. It has been argued that both events likely involved the invasion of new adaptive space and/or ecological release as a function of extinction-related competitor loss [1,13,15,17]. Here, we examine patterns of morphological diversification that we define as changes in levels of morphological variation within a clade over time, in order to test the generality of proposed models of adaptive radiation. We also subject these data to analyses intended to reveal the evolutionary dynamics responsible for producing observed phenotypic patterns.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Morphospace construction and quantification of morphological diversity

In order to establish the timing of morphological divergence, we constructed separate cranial and postcranial morphospaces for early actinopterygians from the Middle Devonian through Mississippian epochs (391.8–318.1 Ma) [18] and acanthomorph teleosts from their first appearance in the Late Cretaceous through the Miocene (99.6–5.3 Ma) [18]. Cranial landmarks were assigned to capture aspects of the skull related to trophic function in modern fishes, such as overall shape, linkages between elements and jaw morphology [7,10,15,19–21]. Postcranial landmarks were placed to capture lateral body shape and fin morphologies, which are related to locomotion in living fishes and are thought to correspond to habitat use at both large and small spatial scales [7,10,15,19,22–24]. Thus, while the landmark schemes summarize morphology, they might also reflect patterns of ecological and functional variation [24].

Early actinopterygian morphospaces were constructed from 69 published lateral reconstructions of actinopterygian taxa. Taxa were binned by geological stage with the exception of Devonian forms, which were combined in a single interval. Some reconstructions were based on taxa with missing data; however, analyses excluding these species produced identical results. Seventy homologous two-dimensional landmarks and sliding semilandmarks were digitized in IMAGEJ [25], with equal numbers assigned to the crania and postcrania. Cranial landmarks were assigned to capture the morphology of the jaws, opercular series, orbits and overall dimensions in lateral view, all of which are likely affected by trophic adaptations [7,19–21]. Postcranial landmarks describe the lateral body outline and shape as well as relative positions of the fins.

Acanthomorph morphospaces were constructed from 22 homologous two-dimensional landmarks and sliding semilandmarks originally digitized by Friedman [15], using the T's package [26], for 605 taxa with articulated specimens. Similar to Friedman [15], these taxa were binned into six multi-stage intervals, of which the first four are relevant to our analyses. The four cranial landmarks capture important areas of muscle insertion (supraoccipital crest), points of movement (craniovertebral and jaw joints) and together summarize overall shape of the skull, including relative gape [20,21]. The 18 postcranial landmarks and sliding semilandmarks capture lateral body shape, the length and position of median fins, and the shape and size of the caudal fin. The difference in the number of early actinopterygian and acanthomorph taxa over similar time spans reflects either the ‘pull of the recent’ (an increase in fossil record quality and completeness in younger strata) or a genuine increase in ray-finned fish richness over time [27,28]. Anatomical correlates of significant relative warps (RWs) generated by all analyses are described in the electronic supplementary material.

Taxa were Procrustes aligned using the procedures described by Friedman [15]. RWs for both datasets were generated using TPSRELW v. 1.45 with default settings [26] (figure 1; electronic supplementary material). Warp scores for individual taxa in each dataset are available from the authors. We quantified morphological diversity, or disparity [29], as multi-variate variance (sum of univariate variances on retained ordination axes [15,30]). We estimated 95% confidence intervals for each temporal bin from 10000 bootstrapped pseudoreplicates produced in R [15,31] (figure 2; electronic supplementary material). One- and two-tailed tests were performed using t-statistics calculated from bootstrapped estimates of standard error in order to evaluate hypotheses of directional and adirectional changes in disparity between successive bins [32]. In addition, likelihood ratios were calculated for each transition using the procedure of Finarelli and Flynn [33], with values greater than 8 considered to indicate substantial shifts in morphological diversity [15,31,33] (electronic supplementary material).

(b) Phylogenetic comparative methods and model fitting

Supertrees were constructed for early actinopterygians and acanthomorphs (electronic supplementary material). Polytomies were randomly resolved for each round of model fitting (electronic supplementary material). Branch lengths were determined by randomly assigning an absolute age to each terminal taxon from a designated range specified by geological data, with a minimum length of 1 Ma for all internal and terminal branches. Each of the models of trait evolution discussed in the following section was fitted to the early actinopterygian and acanthomorph dataset with maximum likelihood using the software package GEIGER [34] as implemented in R [31]. Models were fitted independently for scores along each RW. This procedure was repeated for each of the topologies (early actinopterygians, n = 1000; acanthomorphs, n = 100) produced by our procedure for randomly resolving soft polytomies (electronic supplementary material).

Our analyses draw on three statistically explicit evolutionary models, first developed for the study of living radiations: Brownian motion (BM), Ornstein–Uhlenbeck (OU) and Pagel’s δ [35–37]. These were fit to individual significant RWs (electronic supplementary material). BM is the most basic model, representing gradual change at a constant rate, resulting in pure diffusive drift. It assumes a constant-variance random walk in which all trait changes are equiprobable. OU adds a central tendency to BM, representing some source of constraint, adaptive peak or other factor enforcing a normal distribution during all trait evolution. Potential for further dispersion is inversely related to the distance between the current trait value and the optimum, θ, tempered by selection strength, α, for the optimum. Pagel’s δ is another elaboration of basic BM that includes an additional parameter, δ, which is used to as a power value for rescaling node heights within the tree. The resultant value of δ indicates whether morphological change is concentrated early (δ < 1) or late (δ > 1) in the history of a clade, and thus whether evolutionary rates increased or decreased over time [36] (electronic supplementary material). In a situation where δ is 1, this model is equivalent to BM. Therefore, Pagel’s δ is similar to the ‘EB’ model developed by Harmon.
et al. [3] and the ‘time model’ used by Mahler et al. [9] for ultrametric trees, in that rates change monotonically from an initial value along all branches [36] (electronic supplementary material). While other, often more complex, models of evolutionary rate change have been used elsewhere [38], Pagel’s $d$ as described earlier should be sufficient to test whether changes in rates of cranial and postcranial evolution closely correspond to the predictions of the ‘general vertebrate model’, with BM and OU representing plausible alternatives (electronic supplementary material).

Our first analysis directly tested the stage model by applying two variations of Pagel’s $d$. The more complicated of these estimated separate $d$ values for cranial and postcranial datasets, whereas the simpler version imposed a common $d$ for the two partitions (electronic supplementary material). Because the latter model represents a special case of the former, their fit to data can be compared statistically using the $G$-test. Often referred to as the likelihood-ratio test, the test statistic is a function of the ratio of log likelihoods for the two models. Significance is assessed using a $\chi^2$ distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number of free parameters between the more complex and simpler models. We calculated $p$-values for each of the resolved, stratigraphically calibrated phylogenies produced by the procedures described earlier.

Our second analysis compared the fits of the three basic models along each morphospace axis. We calculated Akaike’s information criterion (AICc; a sample-size corrected version of AIC) [39] and Akaike weights for each of the competing models. First, we combined likelihoods generated from model fitting across all significant RWs within each anatomical partition to gauge the relative support for competing models within a given dataset. AICc scores were derived from these net likelihoods, allowing calculation of mean Akaike weights derived from all phylogenetic realizations (electronic supplementary material). In order to summarize overall trait evolution, we generated model-averaged parameter estimates for each axis of our early actinopterygian and acanthomorph morphospaces. Results of all model-fitting exercises are reported in the electronic supplementary material.

Our final analysis tested for staged shifts in evolutionary divergence by implementing the divergence order test (DOT) [11] using the R package ape [40]. This method uses phylogenetically independent contrasts generated from trait values of terminal taxa and ancestral states reconstructed for internal nodes using maximum likelihood [41] and a BM model of trait evolution. Contrasts are then used to weight the ages of the internal nodes in order to produce a mean age of trait divergence ($W_t$). A bootstrapping procedure that incorporates uncertainty surrounding ancestral
reconstructions places confidence limits on estimates of $W'$ [11]. This simple statistic permits direct comparison of mean ages of divergence between traits. In cases of staged divergence, the absolute value of the difference between estimates of $W'$ for two traits, $D$, will be greater than 0.

In our implementation of the DOT, ancestral states and their standard errors (s.d.) were reconstructed for 100 random resolutions of the supertrees. Bootstrapped mean ages (200 per resolved tree) were generated using ancestral states drawn from a node-specific normal distribution based on reconstructed ancestral states and their associated error. The number of $D$ greater than 0 for all bootstrap repetitions (20 000 per dataset) divided by the total number of values was used to generate a one-tailed $p$-value. This revealed whether there were any significant differences between the mean divergence times for cranial and postcranial RWs [11] (electronic supplementary material).

3. RESULTS

(a) Morphospace axes and anatomical correlates
For early actinopterygians, the first five RWs were retained as they explained more than 5 per cent of overall variance in either the cranial or postcranial data (electronic supplementary material). The first four RWs were examined for the acanthomorph cranial and postcranial datasets, based on the same selection criterion. For both radiations, cranial RWs captured aspects of relative gape length, gape and suspensorium angle, and skull aspect ratio. The denser sampling of cranial landmarks possible for the sample of early actinopterygians resulted in ordinations that also directly capture variation in jaw depth, maxilla shape, pre-orbital proportions and orbit size. All these aspects of cranial morphology are related to trophic demands [20,21].

Gape, mandible dimensions and the angle of jaw suspension are associated with food preference and force production during biting or suction feeding [20,21]. Orbit size and position have been related to nocturnal or diurnal hunting in modern reef fishes [19]. In contrast, the postcranial RWs for both radiations were related to changes in functional traits associated with locomotion and habitat choice, including body depth, axial elongation, caudal fin shape and aspect, and median fin size and position [22–24].

(b) Patterns of morphological diversification
We found that cranial disparity increased significantly at the start of both the early actinopterygian (Devonian–Tourna- sian: two-tailed $t$-test $p < 0.001$, likelihood ratio, $LR = 159.18$; figure 2 and electronic supplementary material) and acanthomorph diversification events (early-late Late Cretaceous: $p = 0.0019$, $LR = 8.78$; figure 2 and electronic supplementary material). In contrast to the cranial results, the most striking increases in postcranial disparity take place one geological interval after the onset of cranial diversification (Tourna- sian–Visian: $p = 0.090$, $LR = 9.92 \times 10^2$; late-Late Cretaceous: $p = 0.062$, $LR = 9.92 \times 10^3$; figure 2 and electronic supplementary material).

Cranial and postcranial morphospaces confirmed that actinopterygian morphological diversification occurred in the aftermath of the Hangenberg extinction and immediately following the origination of acanthomorph teleosts (figure 1) [13,15]. Disparity increases were in line with previously reported taxonomic increases and the origins of new subclades in both groups [13–16]. Because the landmarks are related to functional and ecological morphology, these diversification events can be
classified as adaptive radiations (sensu Schluter [1]). Patterns in the data, particularly staged increases in cranial and then postcranial disparity, can therefore be interpreted in those terms.

(c) Evolutionary dynamics underlying patterns of diversification: models of trait evolution

We wanted to determine whether our ‘head first’ disparity patterns were attributable to a common mechanism. It is often assumed that rapid accumulation of morphological diversity within a radiation represents evidence of coincident elevation in rates of phenotypic change [1–3,8,29,42]. However, many processes besides evolutionary rate shifts can produce similar disparity trajectories. These include the presence of internal (architectural or developmental) or external (ecological) constraints [3,29,42], which can be modelled by an OU process.

In order to dissect the dynamics behind observed disparity patterns, we tested for temporal asymmetries in rates of cranial and postcranial change. Results of fitting coincident and staged Pagel’s δ to the two datasets indicated that rates of phenotypic change were greater in the observed radiation intervals: after the Hangenberg extinction for early actinopterygians (δ > 1; the latter half of the sampled history of the clade), and early in clade history for acanthomorphs (δ < 1; the first half of the sampled history of the clade; see electronic supplementary material). We found significant support for staged rate increases for early actinopterygian RWs 1 and 3 and acanthomorph RWs 2–4 (electronic supplementary material). However, cranial δ was greater than postcranial δ for all of these axes. This indicates concentration of postcranial change earlier in phylogenetic history relative to cranial change, meaning that observed patterns of morphological diversification were decoupled from shifts in evolutionary rate. While early actinopterygian RWs 2 and 4 and acanthomorph RW 1 do indicate a ‘head first’ pattern of relative rate changes, the difference in δ values is not significant for these axes (electronic supplementary material).

Since Pagel’s δ does not provide strong or even consistent evidence for monotonic rate changes corresponding to a naive reading of our disparity patterns, we compared Pagel’s δ with competing models that assume constant rates of evolutionary change: BM and OU. We found that Pagel’s δ, and thus change in evolutionary rate, was a strong fit for only a single axis (early actinopterygian cranial RW 1); all other significant RWs were best fit by the OU model. When likelihoods are pooled across all significant axes within each anatomical partition for each clade, the Akaike weight for the OU model is approximately 1. Strong preference for the OU model suggests that monotonic shifts in rates of phenotypic change are not responsible for observed disparity patterns. Instead, there appear to be strong central tendencies involved in diversification along both cranial and postcranial axes, possibly resulting from adaptive peaks or other constraints.

(d) Evolutionary dynamics underlying patterns of diversification: divergence order test

DOT mean node ages (divergence times) for early actinopterygians and acanthomorphs generally fell within a 2 million year range some time after the midpoint of the two intervals, and postdating the end-Devonian and end-Cretaceous extinctions, respectively (electronic supplementary material). No clear pattern of divergence emerges from these analyses, and the vast majority of pairwise age differences (D) were not significant (69 of 73 pairwise comparisons, representing all possible RW combinations within clades excluding self-comparisons; electronic supplementary material). In interpreting these results, it should be noted that the DOT relies on a simple BM model for ancestral state reconstruction [11], which was not the best fit for any tested RW (electronic supplementary information).

In summary, the DOT results are broadly consistent with the results of our model-fitting exercises: the ‘head first’ pattern is not easily attributable to corresponding changes in relative rates of cranial and postcranial evolution. This agrees with a recent large-scale model-based analysis of multiple living radiations that showed little evidence for increased rates of phenotypic change early in the history of clades [3,42]. Other studies of single groups have supported ‘burst’-like dynamics above simple constant-rate BM [9], but many of these did not consider models involving constant rates of change coupled with constraint (such as OU). In cases where morphological diversification is decoupled from rate change, detection of divergence patterns might require a different approach than using rate-change models, such as direct observation of morphological change using fossil, laboratory or other data with a temporal aspect [3].

4. DISCUSSION

Our temporal disparity data show evidence for the existence of cranial and postcranial stages in two separate vertebrate radiations. Interestingly, the ‘head first’ sequence observed here is the opposite of that proposed by the original ‘general vertebrate’/‘radiation-in-stages’ model, which had not been tested using data that directly bear on historical patterns of morphological diversity [2–9]. The first stage of both the early actinopterygian and acanthomorph radiations was defined by increased cranial disparity. Most change involved those functional and morphological elements associated with feeding, such as jaws and oral muscle attachment [20–22].

The second stage of both actinopterygian radiations was characterized by increased postcranial disparity. For actinopterygians, changes in body shape are expected in cases of habitat partitioning and/or greater specialization [7]. Disparity of heads and bodies eventually fell back into line after the initial offset, perhaps as adaptive space became saturated (figure 2). Alternatively, the initial path of diversification might limit the possibilities for subsequent diversification of other traits. Such a situation could explain the correlation of cranial and postcranial traits in some living, mature actinopterygian radiations [10].

Given the lack of evidence for evolutionary rate shifts, the existence of a ‘head first’ sequence both in the Palaeozoic and Mesozoic–Cenozoic actinopterygian radiations might reflect responses to similar patterns of environmental and faunal perturbation as well as opportunity. In the aftermath of the end-Devonian extinction, global ecosystems were fundamentally altered and many vertebrate functional roles are likely to have been empty [12,17,43]. Likewise, it is expected that acanthomorphs
did not occupy all potential adaptive space at their origin in the Late Cretaceous, and the group seems to have colonized functional roles vacated by victims of the end-Cretaceous extinction [15,44]. Common circumstances might lead to common patterns, and it is possible that our results are contingent rather than general.

However they occurred, the patterns observed here contradict the ‘EB’ and ‘general vertebrate’ ‘habitat first’ models, and question whether a ‘head first’ diversification pattern might have occurred in additional radiations. For example, Richman & Price [45] proposed that cranial trophic innovations (prey size/bill size) appeared before habitat-related body morphologies in the evolutionary history of Phylloscopus warblers, seemingly contradicting their ‘habitat first’ model of speciation [8]. Indeed, Price [46] later amended his interpretation, suggesting that either diet or habitat might have driven diversification, and could not select between these alternatives owing to a lack of temporal data. More relevant to our examples, the endemic cichlid radiations of the three main East African rift lakes diversified along similar trajectories in which head and jaw disparity accumulates at a higher rate than would be expected from postcranial traits [6,47,48].

As with our radiations, the ‘head first’ pattern of cichlid diversification need not reflect differential evolutionary rates. In fact, recent model-fitting analyses of several clades of living cichlids could not find support for an association between initial morphological diversification and change in evolutionary rates [3]. Indeed, there was a clear tendency for fish radiations, involving data from cichlids and other actinopterygian clades, to be best fit by OU models. The shared trajectory is therefore consistent with greater constraints on cranial than postcranial morphology (or, more specifically, the arrangement of landmarks selected by researchers). The primary axes of variation within the cichlid cranial data are very similar to those for our fossil clades, with taxon position driven by functional characteristics such as gape size. This might indicate that actinopterygians share architectural constraints and/or a limited number of potential ecologies, and that these constrain morphological evolution in a predictable fashion [47–49].

As to whether ‘head first’ is also ‘feeding first’, it is notable that in a previous study of oak subclades Ackerly et al. [11] found evidence that traits associated with resource use (the $\alpha$ trait: leaf area [11], growth rate, tiering [50]) might have diversified before those linked to habitat use (the $\beta$ trait: climatic tolerance [11], substrate choice). The $\alpha$ trait has been synonymized with feeding morphologies and the $\beta$ trait with habitat/body form in the rockfish Sebastes [51], although the latter was also linked to eye size, a trophic characteristic here and elsewhere [19,47]. Because of the uncertainties associated with reconstructing ancestral states from living taxa, Ackerly et al. [11] proposed a diversification model of ‘a early, $\beta$ throughout’, in which resource-related traits evolved slowly and became fixed early, whereas habitat traits changed rapidly, deleting traces of earlier evolution [2,8]. One advantage of using fossil and other temporal data is that trait values for early branches can be directly observed, helping to ameliorate this potential source of error.

The generality of a ‘head/feeding first’ model, and the real extent of the relationship between evolutionary rates and morphological divergence will be revealed through further examination of adaptive radiations with temporal data. Any group with distinct structures linked to feeding and habitat use is a candidate for such analyses. Drawing an example from invertebrates, there is some evidence from the Carboniferous radiation of insects that dietary diversification began before the appearance of associated body morphologies, but available data are not definitive [52,53]. Fortunately, it should be straightforward to divide published morphometric and character datasets into various trait complexes and explore the patterns that emerge.

It is important to note that while this ‘head first’ pattern might be present in other diversification events, the real world is more complicated than any model. For example, traits could be associated with more than one functional unit (with form limited by trade-off) and divergent morphologies can have similar implications (many-to-one mapping) [54]. Any one pattern of divergence, whether ‘feeding first’ or ‘EB’, is unlikely to define all radiations. The proliferation of increasingly sophisticated phylogenetic comparative approaches places us in an ideal position to test the predictions of existing models of adaptive radiation, and it is only by further documentation of patterns in additional clades, both extinct and extant, that the conditions under which certain models apply can be better constrained.
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